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A THEORETICAL STUDY OF MICROVIAVE BEAM
ABSORPTION BY A RECTENNA -- FINAL REPORT
INTRODUCTION
A workable Satellite Power System will require efficient
transmission and reception of an environmentally benign microwave
beam. The object of Novar Electronics Corporation's work as
defined in Task I7,_Contract NAS9-10655 has been to establish
theoretical operational parameters for an SPS Rectenna.
Such parameters provide understanding of the Reference Design
Rectenna as well as insights for possible improvements.
Specifically, Novar studied:
1. The conditions required for a large Rectenna array
(i.e., Reference Design) to absorb nearly 100%
of transmitted energy;
2. Design parameters, including --lenient spacing, and
the manner in which these affect scatter;
3. Amplitudes and directions of scatter and development
r
	 of strategies for mitigation;
4. Effects on Rectenna behavior of external factors
such as weather and aircraft overflights.
-1-
This report details the methods of Novar's investigation,
results, inferences, and recommendations fcr follow-up studies.
SUMMARY
Establishment of theoretical operat:'ng parameters for
the SPS Rectenna required four investigative phases:
(1) a search of the literature of antenna theory and applicaticn;
(2) development of models capable of generating operational
data; (3) analyses of these data; and (4) evaluation of the
effects of some types of external factors which interfere
with reception of the microwave beam. Novar developed two
models descriptive of the microwave absorption process: the
Current Sheet Model (CSM) and the Waveguide Model (WGM). Derived
from Maxwell's equations for plane waves, these models made
possible the quantification of Rectenna absorption characteristics
and prediction of conditions necessary for total absorption
of a microwave beam. Effects of aircraft overflight of a
rectenna were also confirmed experimentally.
-2-
RESULTS
Novar's studies have produced theoretical bases for
a
predicting Rectenna efficiency, operational characteristics,
control of spurious reradiation, and the potential for
certain design modifications to permit more efficient
functioning of Rectenna elements as well as substantial
savings in construction costs.
Specifically, Novar's analyses indicate that:
1. Nearly 100% abso_rotion of an incident power beam
(i.e., zero scatter) can be predicted under certain
idealizations for an SPS power beam either
a. Perpendicular to the Reference Design Rectenna, or
b. off-normal incidence;
2. Overflights of the Rectenna can induce localized
signal surges which can be quite large.
3. Certain deviations from ideal conditions can produce
specular and grating-lobe scatter. Some of these
deviations have been characterized to provide
insights into their prevention and/or mitigation.
-3-
CONCLUSIONS
1. A Rectenna of reference design is capable of nearly
1008 absorption of a perpendicularly incident planar
beam;	
r
2. Greater separation of dipole-diode elements (to some-
what under 1.15a as opposed to 0.6a in Reference
Design) would result in higher efficiency per
eleatent as well as substant4.dl reduction in the
number of elements required;
3. Prediction of 1008 absorption at off-normal angles
of incidence argues the feasibility of a flat or
terrain-conforming Rectenna. Such a configuration
would have several advantages over the Reference
Design, especially in construction and maintenance;
4. Because certain accidental conditio.is  would induce
momentary power-surges, Rectenna elements must be
designed and manufactured to tolerate transient
overloads;
5. Power levels and hence beam position must be tightly
controlled in order to maintain the impedance
stability necessary for total energy absorption.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
1.	 Although Novar ha:- been able to obtain
preliminary measurements of certain atmos pheric influences
on Rectenna operation, it is quite apparent that
-4-
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more work is needed. As discussed below and in the Appendixes,
ideal functioning of the Rectenna depends upon ideal behavior
of the incoming beam. Errors due to deviations in arrival
angle (azimuth or elevation) for the entir. plane-wave tre
readily estimated (see pace 14). Scattering resulting from
non-plane waves (due to atmospheric effects) can be evaluated
(see Appendix E) only to the extent that the nature of these
non-plane waves can be accurately estimated. Further, mis-
,formation or misaiming of the power beam due to atmospheric
phenomena would cause excursions from normal Rectenna behavior.
Rectenna e . .. ants lack the aperture averaging associated with
most large antennas and the incident signal will be unmodulated.
An examination of the available literature has failed to yield
data for propagation under these conditions. Therefore, a
series of propagation experiments should be designed and
executed (including those in Appendix F) to support the
Rectenna design by providing data for system evalue,tion.
2. A Rectenna test panel should be constructed with
adjustable elements. Such a test panel would provide an
experimental facility for:
a. Measuring effects of spacing and geometric
configuration and
b. Demonstrating total absorption capability for
off-normal incidence.
3. Grating lobe analysis (Appendix D) should be «_xtended
beyond the work reported here:
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a. For the "billboard" (Reference Design) Rectenna,
edge-scatter and extra grating lobes due to this
configuration should be evaluated;
b. For the "terrain-conforming" design suggested here
(page 11), a more rigorous analysis of grating
lobes at both fundamental and harmonic frequencies
should be u..dertaken. We know from developments
in Appendix D that grating lobes can occur under
certain conditions and how they can be avoided in
certain simple cases. The directions, magnitudes,
and beam-widths of some of these lobes depend upon
information not yet fully established (or available
to us). If a full analysis of grating lobe behavior
is deemed necessary, the approach taken in Appendix
D can be extended.
4. Rectenna element impedance, critical to total absorp-
tion, is probably a strong function of power level. Since
the incident beam is planned to have a Gaussian distribution,
beam pointing errors may produce serious conseque:ices. An
effort should be made to fully define element impedance
variations caused by non-linearity of the diode.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The Reference Design Rectenna (Figure 1) represents
the present stage of a technology pioneered by W. C. Brown 1,2
of Raytheon and R. M•. Dickinson  of JPL. Both have reported
microwave-to-dc conversion efficiencies exceeding 80% with
-6-
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experimental arrays. However, because of a frequently-expressed
concern over lack of theoretical rationale for efficienc.Ies
above 50% and because of the size and scope of the SPS program,
FIGURE 1
REFERENCE DESIGN "BILLBOARD" RECTENNA
Novar Electronics Corporation undertook to develop models
descriptive of the absorption characteristics of individual
elements in a large planar Rectenna array. The two models
developed for this study are the Current Sheet Model (CSM)
and the Waveguide Model (WGM). -ith models are premised
on the assumption, drawn from our own experience and that
-7-
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FIGURE 2
of others 4 , that a very large finite Rectenna array can be
closely approximated by a infinite array.*
CURRENT SHEET MODEL (CSM)
The CSM, developed in Appendix B from bases developed
in Appendix A, is based upon the current-sheet equivalency
of a large planar array above a reflector (Figure 2). The
current sheet has those properties of resistive absorbers
incident Pmer
Current
Sheet
CURRENT SHEET MODEL
described by Jasik 5 and Kraus b . The model is characterized
by an expression for the fraction of an incident plane-wave
reflected from the sheet (assuming infinite extent).
The work of Wait '$ indicates that a current sheet having
*The rate of change in power density at the Rectenna is
so small that when any given dipole is excited the dipoles
in all directions near enough to have significant inter-
action appear to be identically excited.
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uniformly distributed currents can effectively model
the discrete-dipole array of the Reference Model (see
below and Appendix C). When Rectenna elements are
sufficiently close, field components other than the plane-
wave are evanescent (reactive), near-field components which
become negligible at any significant distance from the array.
For the present :iscussion, element spacing is small enough
and the Rectenna large enough to justify the model.
From Maxwell's equations in phasor notation we derive
(Appendix B)
B	 (R cos 8 - 1) + j cot (3
7 
 d cos ^)
(B-21)	 Pt _ „t
At 	(R cos 6 + 1) + j cot (LI• d cos 8 )
for parallel polarization (T) and
(R sec 8 - 1) - j cot (^ d cos e)
(B-34)	 Pi = —	 2n( -nR— sec 8 + 1) - j cot (^ d cos 8)
for perpendicular polarization (4).
Equations (B-21) and (B-34) were derived to provide
confirmation of and limitations on the corresponding expres-
sions in Jasik 5 and to provide a measure of scatter when
deviations from design conditions occur. This effort
produced an unexpected but welcome result: if the various
real and imaginary parts of the numerators in these equations
are set equal to zero, it becomes apparent that conditions
b
k
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for total absorption are possible for off-normal angles
of incidence (8 # 0 0 ). This result allows modification
of the Reference "Billboard" Design.
Rectenna Panel Attitude
Setting the numerators of Equations (B-21) and (B-34)
equal to zero describes the physical conditions for zero
reflection (= 100% absorption) by the Rectenna. Solving
these expressions for the conditions of current-sheet-to-
reflector separation (d) and current-sheet resistivity (RQ)
for any given angle (e) and wavelength (X) (Appendix B)
yields
(B-41) d = (2n - 1) 4 sec e	 n = 1,2,3...
and either
(B-42) Ro = n cos 8 for parallel polarization
or
(B-43) Ro = n sec 8 for perpendicular polarization.
Therefore, since the values corresponding to R  and d
can be altered in the actual Rectenna, there appears to be
no reason the "billboard" R-Terence Design Rectenna (Figure 1)
cannot be modified to a "flat" configuration (Figure 3).
In addition, we believe (without full analysis for confirmation)
that this "flat." configuration can be made "terrain-conforming"
h
-10-
by letting Ro and d vary along the terrain surface. Even
y .r^
FIGURE 3
"FLAT" RECTENNA CONFIGURATION
without this last extension, we believe that because of its
ability to eliminate the edge-effect scatter inherent in
the "billboard" sections (Figure 4), and also because it
provides more uniform ground clearance, the "flat" config-
uration deserves serious consideration.
t. •
FIGURE 4
"VENETIAN BLIND" SCATTERING SOURCES
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An additional advantage of the "terrain conforming"
design lies in the mitigation of certain sources of scatter.
Specular reflection from the "flat" Rectenna would be retro-
reflective only at the equator. For mildly rolling terrain
specular reflections would be scattered as depicted in
Figure 5. But even for the "billboard" configuration,
a slight off-axis orientation can be achieved with minimal
difficulty and with at least some of this advantage.
FIGURE 5
RANDOM BACKSCATTER, "TERRAIN CONFORMING" CONFIGURATION
Systematic Deviations
Three c.asses of deviations acting on the rectenna
c
as a whole ,;an cause the SPS Rectenna to produce
i. scatter: deviations from design values for
1. impedance,
k
2. diode-to-reflector spacing, and
3. angle of incidence.
-12-
Such deviations are deducible from Equations (B-21)
and (B-34) for whatever design criteria are imposed based
a. upon Equations (B-41) and either (B-42) or (B-43) (see
Appendix B).
For the specific case of normal incidence (as in the
Reference Design Rectenna), the results of such deviations
are given by Equations (E-4) , (E-6) , and (E-9) (see
t Appendix E):
^	
r
(E-4)	
, p t l 2	 ( P..	
=l^ 
n R° ^ 2
l
x
2 cot (^^ d)
>..	 (E-6)	 Ipt l	 - Ip -,I	 -	 4
y
2	 2	 4 + cot2 (I cos e)
(E-9)	 I P t I
	 _ (p., )	 IT
4 + cot (^ cos 8)
These equations are represented graphically in Figure 6.
For the flat, "terrain-conforming" Rectenna (see pages 11-12),
deviations based on conditions given in Equations (B-41)
and either (B-42) or (B-43) would produce similar curves.
Particularly interesting is the variation of specular
reflection due to incidence angle, indicating a measure
of importance to station-keeping requirements for the
f	 satellite. Because of the dependence of Rectenna circuit
s
impedance on signal strength (see page 30), beam pointing
errors translate into mismatch errors.
ti
Y
f
r
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WAVEGUIDE MODEL (WGM)
The CSM provides several insights into the functioning
of the Rectenna and even suggests some potentially useful
modifications, but it does not define limits of element
separation nor does it characterize the Rectenna " near
field." The Waveguide Model, based on the properties of
a special waveguide described by Wheeler 9 , permits
quantification of the electromagnetic modes (field configur-
ations) in the immediate vicinity of any Rectenna element.
It must be emphasized, however, that this model can be
applied only to normal incidence.
This waveguide has special imaging characteristics due
to its special construction. Unlike conventional wave-
guides, two opposite walls of this rectangle are magnetic
and non-conductive W = -, a - 0); the other two walls are
perfectly conductive (a = -)(see Appendix C).
Equations (C-10) and (C-12) suggest the usefulness
of the "mixed-wall" waveguide concept. A probe (monopole
antenna) inserted through one of the conductive walls
will produce images such as those depicted in Figure 7.
The array of images is infinite, and the single monopole
r-
	 is equivalent to an infinite array of perfectly-spaced
dipoles identically excited. Or, as in Figure 8, an
infinite array of identically-excited dipoles could have
infinitely thin walls forming mixed-wall waveguides erected
r
e
-15-
between them without altering the field pattern.
1
1 1
1 1 1
Wavegu ide ` V ^
c=•
a..
Monopole u ` '
.
(c : c • + —°^
A. '^ ^► /^
c	 ci
a = o
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y b Z !
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1	 i
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X ---)I
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FIGURE 1
IMAGING IN MIXED-WALL WAVEGUIDE
---^
	 7
r
FIGURE 8
MIXED-WALL WAVEGUI DE : PERSPECTIVE
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The Imaging Cube
T
.I.
The "Imaging Cube" pictured in Figures 9-14 provide
a visual representation of the concept of imaging in the
special waveguide model. The cube is constructed of
a-
semi-reflective plastic with a linear light source inside.
7
Figure 10 is a top view with the light on. In the oblique
views, Figures 11-14, reflections from the wails give the
appearance of an "infinite" array of light bulbs--all reflec-
tions from the single source. This illustrates the manner
ti
in which the WGM geni.cates an infinite array of dipoles.
FIGURE 9	 FIGURE IC
NOVAR'S "'IMAGING CUBE": PERSPECTIVE 	 "IMAGING CUBE": TOP VIEW
-ls-
FIGURE I FIGURE 1Z
fJR1CLwAL PAGE. rS(*' 
IN N)R (11- A1.rry
11-14 "IMAGING CUBE"- REFLECTIONS
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Application of Waveguide Model
The WGM allows us to examine the field patterns within
any one of the waveguides with the assurance that we know
the patterns everywhere above the equivalent infinite
aray of dipoles. Like the CSM, however, the WGM is
restricted to the closeness of the approximation of the
infinite array to an actual, very large but finite array..
Analysis of the model of this special waveguide (for
derivations, see Appendix C) leads to the conclusion that
it is capable of supporting Transverse Electromagnetic
modes (TEM's). This suggests that the 'AGM can be used to
represent the infinite array of dipoles, since the TCM's
correspond exactly to the plane-wave generated by the
array of dipoles. It follows, therefore, that spacings
of dipoles (dimensions of the waveguide) exist for which
none of the other modes will propagate. These other
modes will be present only reactively and will constitute
the necessary near-field components which make up the
apparent discrepancy between the discrete dipoles of the
actual array and the continuous current sheet of the CSM.
Results of the WG.K derivations may be consolidated
graphically as in Figure 15, in which values of the
dimensions "a" and "b" (as defined in Figures 7 and 8)
within the hashmarked region would cause all except the
TEM and TE10 modes to be evanescent. Examination of the
field-configuration of the TE10 mode indicates that
while this mode is "propagatable" it is not "generatable"
i^
b	 ^; 
TE
il , TMll
TE10	 I
TE01 	 i	
TE20
II
a
a	 a
T
FIGURE 15
LIMITS ON MODES IN MIXED-WALL WAVEGUIOE
at x= 2 si nce that is a null point for the electric
field. Since the model is valid only for ideally distrib-
uted and identically excited dipoles, the probe (by definition)
I	 can be at no other than the x 2 position.
-20-
The higher order modes in a waveguide (i.e., the non-
TEM modes) can bethought of as composed of plane waves
reflecting off the side walls and thus propagating along
the guide in the axial direction. For two or more
identical guides with infinitessimal walls, the distinction
between waves reflecting or crossing the walls becomes
trivial. Thus we can relate the higher order modes to
grating lobes (see below and Appendix D). As the dipoles
in the array being modelled move toward one another, the
waveguide size shrinks and modes become progressively
evanescent, corresponding to grating lobes ceasing to
exist. The field components continue to be present, reactively,
as "near field."
Since the waveguide dimensions which restrict propagation
to the TEM mode are less than a in the "a" direction and
less than 2 in the "b" direction, and since the separation
between the centers of the dipoles is a x 2b (Figure 16),
J	 J	 I	 ^
1	 1 _.-alJ - 1 ,	 1	 1	 1	 1
1	 1	 1 '. 1	 lb	 1	 1	 1	 1
FIGURE 16
1	 J	 1	 J	 1	 J	 J	 J
^	 1	 1	 1	 1	 ,
WAVEGUIDE MODEL DIMENSIONS
1
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a dipole separation of less than one wavelength in a rect-
angular array will assure no propagating components in grating
lobe directions.
The analyses of both the CSM and the grating lobe
structure predict that a Rectenna can be designed to preclude
specular scattering. By including a reflector the W&M can
also be extended to provide information on this phenomenon.
If a reflector or shorting plate is inserted into the waveguide
behind the monopole (Figure 17) the effect is equivalent to
the infinite array of d_,poles depicted in Figure 16 being backed
by a reflector. It is generally accepted that in a conventional
waveguide a properly terminated probe backed by a shorting
plate can, ideally, absorb all power flowing down the waveguidel0.
+2 (Direction of
energy flow down
waveguide)
Hanopo l e
FIGURE 17
Shorting Plate	
MONOPOLE IN MIXED-WALL WAVEGUI DE BACKED
BY SHORTING PLATE
Hence, no specular (vertical) reflection. We believe this
conclusion holds as well for the special waveguide described
here; however a complete proof would require computer analysis
of mode matching (see Appendix C). This analysis is beyond
the scope of the present effort.
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Parasitic Reflecting Dipoles
In a conventional waveguide total energy absorption
occurs when the shorting plate is placed about 4 behind the
monopole. This same condition can be expected to hold for the
mixed-wall waveguide. Furthermore, since the shorting plate
in an ordinary waveguide can be replaced by an appropriate
parasitic Clement, it is reasonable to expect the same to
be possible in the Rectenna (Figure 18). Again, a complete
proof of this inference would require generation of the
computer analysis suggested above (page 22).
'A (I'll ,A ("I	 I'll(/
X X
Rectenna
Array
^ r
Driven Dipole
Element	 i
FIGURE 18
RECTENNA WITH PARASITIC REFLECTING
	
Parasitic Reflecting
DIPOLE ELEMENTS
	
Dipole Element
Radiation Rt:sistance
The approximate value of radiation resistance for a dipole
located 4 from a perfectly reflecting (shorting) plate in a
mixed-wall waveguide, hence in a planar array4 from a ground
plane, is given by Wheeler9:
2
R = 377AOhms
where
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h - effective length of dipole,
A - cross-sectional area of guide.
For a half-wave dipole in the waveguide shown in Figure 19,
(n ')^^	 a < a
R	 377 (a) (2b)	 2b < a
T
b
Q-
k	 a -- —	 ^-- V4 -^
2b
	
	
2 b
^A
End View	
FIGURE 19	 Side View
WAVEGUIDE-DIPOLE DEVELOPMENT FOR
RADIATION RESISTANCE
For two cases of some interest,
a = 0.5X
R	 152.8
b = 0.250
and
a = X
_ ^ R = 38.2+^^
b	 0.5X
While these expressions and numerical results are clearly
approximate, they do provide a useful idea of the ranges
of resistance values to be expected.
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FIGURE 20
— Edge View of
Rec.tenna
Specula
f:
GRATING LOBES
A very satisfactory alternative for element spacing
analysis uses the concept of grating lobes. These lobes can
be associated with the higher order modes in the waveguide
model; evanescence of these modes corresponds to non-
existence of the grating lobes (compare Amitay,et al.4).
For normal incidence grating lobe analysis (See Appendix D)
is merely a redundant confirmation of the spacing results
of the waveguide model analysis. However, the WGM is not
applicable off-normal whereas the grating lobe technique is.
Although specular scattering is not a grating lobe, the
presence of specular scattering from an array is established
from the same mathematics (See Appendix D).
Specular scattering of the power beam, depicted in
Figure 20, is expected to result from most deviations in the
Rectenna's parameters. The smaller the deviation anomaly,
Ray of Scattered
	
Ray of Incident
Power
	
Power
DEPICTION OF SPECULAR SCATTERING
FROM FACE OF RECTENNA
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the broader will be the specular lobe. Single, isolated
element failures (short or open diodes) will appear to
radiate as isotropic sources above a reflector.
REPAIRING RECTENNA ELEMENTS
A question has been raised ll about the problem of locating
and servicing faulty Rectenna elements. In light of the
foregoing discussion, any failure in a Rectenna element
would produce non-directional scattering readily detectable
by a directional receiver tuned to the fundamental power-beam
frequency. Such a receiver carried aboard a blimp or
helicopter operating outside the power-beam path could rapidly
and precisely locate a faulty element and relay its location
to ground service personnel.
This detection/location system will function adequately
with the "billboard" configuration, but even more effectively
with the terrain-conforming design because the primary scatter
directions leave the best &-, ,r.veillance perspectives clear of
the incoming power beam.
The Rectenna dipole-filter-diode assembly and power bus
are expected to be the most significant sources of har-
monic scattering. The harmonic energy will be concentrated
-26-
in grating lobes, as shown in Figure 21. Random Rectenna
imperfections will broaden the lobes.
2nd Natwhic
[lint
FIGURE 21a
EXAMPLE OF ELEVATION OF
HARMONIC RADIATION	
FIGURE 21
.44-444--.
-4
flw^ntt
^^
FIGURE 21b
AZIMUTHS OF HARMONIC RADIATION
"Dotted" lobe due to power bus.
GRATING LOBE NATURE OF HARMONIC SCATTERING
FROM A RECTENNA
Figures 20 and 21 depict grating lobe directions as the
"tear drop" shape typically anticipated in antenna patterns.
As developed in Appendix D, the pattern for an infinite
array has zero beam width. The actual rectenna is finite;
nevertheless,we anticipate much narrower beam widths than
those shown for the sake of illustration.
EL£T1ENT DENSITY
The e xistence of non-evanescent higher order (TE and TM)	 x '
modes corresponds to the existence of grating lobes. Analysis
of the generation of grating lobes indicates that maximum
y
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center-to-center separation allowable in a triangular
Rectenna grid is just under 1.1SA. Since the analysis is
based upon idealizations, we know that this limit is not
attainable in practice. Among the variations from the
ideal are finiteness of the array, finite size of elements,
finite losses in the elements, and apparent changes in the
dielectric constant known to occur in the presence of large
arrays. Since none of these can be fully eliminated, some
deviation is unavoidable. There is insufficient information 	 j
at this time for a meaningful evaluation of these deviations.
However, since separation in the Reference Design Rectenna
is approximately 0.6A, we do believe that the number of
Rectenna elements necessary for total normal plane-wave
absorption can be significantly reduced--better than 2:1.
DEVIATIONS: CAUSES AND AMPLITUDES
Both the CSM and the 'AGM analyses confirm total absorp-
tion (zero scatter) for the ideal beam of incident energy
impinging under ideal conditions upon ideal Rectenna elements.
Such conditions can be approximated in practice.
We have shown in the CSM analysis that for a uniform
incident plane-wave signal, when the conditions of Equations
(B-41) and either (B-42) or (B-43) are met, the reflected
component is eliminated (page 10). When the incident signal
is not uniform it can be understood to be composed of both
a uniform component and a non-uniform or deviant component.
-28-
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Analysis of these components by superposition is discussed
in Appendix 8 along with an approach to evaluating the effect
of the deviant component. Further analysis must wait until
more information is available to describe the expected deviant
component.
In reality, the Rectenna dipole-diode response to non-
uniform incident radiation is not perfectly linear. Assuming
that a dipole "sees" an effective impedance reflected through
the first filter (Figure 22), this impedance depends upon the
strength of the signal impinging upon that diode.
RS
{
FIGURE 22
SIMPLIFIED RECTENNA ELEMENT CIRCUIT
(After Gutmann and Borrego)
The Gutmann-Borrego12,13 model is quite adequate for a
Reference Design Rectenna as seen by the bus. Filters of
the sort shown can be expected to provide isolation at
undesired harmonics while providing coupling at desired
frequencies. Thus the fundamental voltage produced on the
dipole is impressed on the diode.
r
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Although harmonic as well as fundamental and zero-
frequency currents exist at the diode, to the extent that
the filters are ideal only fundamental currents can exist
at the dipole. Thus the dipole "sees" a true impedance;
this implies that this linear load will vary with signal
level--an apparent contradiction. This follows from the
fact that the amplitude of the fundamental current at the
diode is not linearly related to the amplitude of the
fundamental voltage. The situation appears to be further
complicated by the presence of the bus which provides, through
the output filter, a zero-frequency operating point dependent
upcn the weighted average of the signal strengths at all
Rectenna dipoles, and perhaps also on the electrical pro-
perties of the equipment carrying Rectenna energy to the
power grid.
If these difficulties have been resolved we are not
aware of its if not, we recommend careful analysis and/or
experimentation.
It is worth noting that this non-linearity does not
appear intuitively to be a problem for ideal conditions,
	 t
since the diode is loaded by an impedance whose value can be
determined and adjusted experimentally and/or analytically.
EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES
Several mechanisms can affect signal qualities at a
particular location on the Rectenna grid. The most significant
-30-
of these are ionospheric and lower atmospheric (combined
here as "atmospheric") phenomena and "aircraft" overflights.
Atmospheric phenomena cause polarization shifts and am-
plitude fluctuations in an EM wave at microwave frequencies 14,15
16,17,18,19,20.21 However, only infrequent depolarizing events
no greater than 20 dB (11 scattered power) have so far been
observed in downlink transmissions through apertures larger
than 10 m2 . These observations suggest that depolarization
should not be a significant source of scatter.
Amplitude fluctuations cause scatter by disrupting
uniform illumination. Further, this deviation from design
RF power values causes impedance mismatches at the diodes,
resulting in further scattering.
Previous satellite to earth propagation measurementb are
only marginally applicable to the Satellite Power System
because of aperture averaging effects. The minimum aperture
for previous studies has been on the order of 5000x 2 . On
the other hand, the aperture for each "independent" element
2
of the Rectenna is about la 	 Hence, amplitude fluctuations
which would average out for the larger apertures may cause
amplitude fluctuations appreciably greater than 0.1 dB
for the Rectenna.
Another limitation on the applicability of previous
studies is their use of modulated signals. Most deep
fades are frequency sensitive. Thus, for modulated signals
-31-
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taken on the C and S bands with power spread over a spectrum
of frequencies, the observed amplitude fluctuations can be
expected to be less than those in a monochromatic SPS power
beam.
Another potential source of signal disturbance is
overflights of the Rectenna by relatively large objects--
aircraft. Such an object would momentarily interrupt the
power beam to a portion of the Rectenna, causing diffraction
patterns (Figura 23). Preliminary evidence obtained by
4^^
FIGURE 23
DIFFRACTION ENHANCEMENT AT RECTENNA CAUSED BY
OBJECT FLYING TH ROUGH THE POKER BEAN
Possible 6-9dB
Signal Increase
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experiment indicates that, depending upon the relative
size and shape of the object, large signal increases may be
generated. An actual overflight of the Novar earth station
by a light aircraft produced the signal trace shorn in
Figure 24. Although the circumstances of both test * leave
room for question concerning signal-variation amplitudes,
a 
1.0,
ri
a a^
a!
0.0
•0.2
•0.4
•0.6
•1.0
0	 1.71
SIMM
IM	 3.97	 5.24	 6.55	 7."	 1.17	 10.48	 11.71	 17.10
FIGURE 24
SIGNAL DEVIATION CAUSED BY OVERFLIGHT
they do make it quite clear that there is a potent-ll problem
t
and that Rectenna diodes should be manufactured with sufficient
i
surge-tolerance to accept transient voltage overloads of this	
f
magnitude and with sufficient heat-tolerance to protect	 i
F
them against overheating due to the passage of slower objects. 	
i
3
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The field distribution pattern can be examined in con-
nection with atmospheric patterns by a method comparable
to that of Appendix E to determine scatter patterns and
amplitudes if there is concern that undesireably high signals
might be scattered.
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APPEND?` A
PLANE WAVE DERIVATION
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
iPLANE WAVE DERIVATION
The derivations upon which much of this report is based
make great use of transmission and reflection of plane waves.
The characteristics of plane waves can be derived from Maxwell's
*
equations
A	 n
(A-1) V x E _ - jwuH
(A-2) V x H = QE + jwe'E - jw(0 + G ) Ejw
= jweE
	
	
(E = e l* - ic" - E' + Q )jw
(A-3) V • E = 0	 (Charge-free region)
(A-4) V - H = 0
from which we can derive wave equations by the usual procedure
V X V x E =
 Vx(-jwuH)
2 .
V (V	 E) - V E _ -jwu (V x I1)
2-
E _ -jwu(jwsE)
2	 2
(A-5) V E _ - w PeE	 (Wave equation in E)
Similarly
2^
(A-6) V H = -w Z ueH	 (Wave equation in H)
For a plane wave moving in the +z' direction
EZI = H Z , = 0
*We will adopt the notation that the underbar (_) implies
a vector quantity while the "hat" (A) implies a phasor.
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XFIGURE A-1
PLANE WAVE REFLECTION GEOMETRY
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and
aOaO
=ay =oTx—r
Thus, the wave equation in E becomes
(A-7) 02E 	 a---^ E a - W WCE	 (E = u , E , + u ,, E , )
	
-	 - -x x	 —a Y
yielding
(A-8) E = Ae-jw 3uez'
= Ae ]kz'
where k •_• w 6e	 (The symbol-=-indicates a defining relation.)
(A-8') E = ux , Ax,e ]kz	 + u y , A Y,e-jkz'
From Equation (A - 1)
(A-1 1 ) H = - j wu V x E-
which reduces for our case to
(A-9) H= jwa (ux, Z E Y , - u ` , Z - Ex
= n -1 (-u
	 A , e-]kz	 + u , Axle-
where n • _ • +^
If we change notation
(A-10) E - u
x
, A t e ]'
—
(A-11) H = n-1 (-t '
` A
(See Figure A-1) we can write
_kz	
+ u , Aae 
j kz,
Aia -*e 	 + u ' Ate-jkz'
where subscripts t and -i refer to the polarization.
Polarization is defined by the relationship of the
incident wave's electric field vector, E, to the plane of
incidence. This plane is determined by rays in the directions
r
K•4.
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of propagation of the incident and reflected waves (See Figure
A-1). When E is parallel to the plane of incidence, the wave
is said to be parallel polarized (T); when perpendicular,
perpendicularly polarized (- ►). Any other polar!*-ation can
be decomposed into a combination of parallel and perpendicular
polarization. Note that when the z = 0 plane is horizontal
the terms "vertical" M and "horizontal" ( 4) are appropriate
to describe the polarization.
For applications involving reflections we wish to describe
plane waves in terms of a coordinate system tied to the inter-
face between regions. We will make use of the coordinate shift
uxI = uxCos8, - jjzsin6l 	 X, - x cose, - z sine,
uZ , = Rzsine, + uZcos8,	 z' = x sine, + z cos8,
uy , = U 	 Y' = Y
Under this coordinate shift the incident wave is
-jk (x sine + z cose )(A-12) E 	 lux cos8, - uZ sine,) A te	 1	 1	 1
+ u A e-^k 1 (x sine, + z cos8,)
_y .,
(A-13) H i _ n-1 juy Ate jk 1 (x sine, + z cos8,)
+ (-u x cose 1 + u  sine,) Awe jk 1 (x sine 1+ z Cosa,)
Similarly, the reflected wave is
(A-14) Er = (uux cowl + u Z sin8i)	 g,re- ^'^1 (x sin8i - z cos8i)
+ u A e -jk,(x sine' - z COST
Y
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'w^w^ll•^•r.....++.r+.	 • lid•	 --- -- ^I/^wwiPYY  ••	 .—..... ^............ _.. __. _...._....___.._^..__ 	 .._..
`i
(A-15) H r 	 - ni ^u Bte jk l (x sine , - z cosh,)
	
_	 y
(ux cos @ 1 + u z sine 
1) 
B..e-jkl ( x sine1 -z 	 cos6i)1
and the transmitted (refracted) wave is
(A-16) E t = (ux cos8 2 - u Z sine 2 ) Fte 3k 2 (x sine 2 + z cos82)
+ u F e-jk 2 (x sin8 2 + z cos@2)
(A-17) H t
	
	 n_ 1 ^uyF t e ^k2 (x sin e 	z cos@2)
+ (-u x cos8 2 + u 2 sine 2)F,.e-jk2(x sin @ 2 + z cos62)1
where k l • = w U
k 2 .	 W42E2
TI •_•/ E 11
TI2 ,_, 	 1
1
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APPENDIX B
CURRENT SHEET MODEL
i
i
f
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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CURRENT SHEET MODEL
One very useful model of the Rectenna is based on the
current sheet equivalency of a large planar array above a
reflector as shown in Figure B-1. The current sheet has
many of the properties of resistive absorbers described by
Jasik 5 and Kraus 6 . The model is mathematically characterized
by an expression for the fraction of the incident plane wave
that is reflected from the sheet.
Incident Poser
CrrRnt
sheet
FIGURE B-1
CURRENT SHEET MODEL
justification for using a cvxrent sheet model involving
uniformly distributed currents to model the obviously discrete
dipoles of the reference system Rectenna is based primarily on
work of W4t 7 ' 8. Conceptually, we can also justify the model
PRECEDING PAGE P", A %JV P4^r 1r1 : JE:)
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for normal incidence by comparing it to the waveguide model
(Appendix C) in which evanescent modes, present as "beyond
cutoff", correspond to the "near-field" components which
become negligible at any significant distance from the antenna
array. For the moment we shall simply claim that element
spacing is small enough and the rectenna is sufficiently
large to justify the model.
Figure B-2 represents a cross-section of the current
sheet (Figure B-1), with Poynting'3 vectors for incoming and
reflected signals. Total absorption corresponds to cancella-
tion of the reflected component in Region 1 by the partial
transmission upward through the current sheet. A "field
reflection coefficient" for Region 1 can be found by means
of the plane wave derivations from Appendix A. Parallel and
perpendicular polarization are derived separately.
;1 ,,	 rl	 J	 y	 J	 `r	 ,` Region 2
y	 \d^n^ari=us^IIIiF+IIII3l7iNiiis17tJ7fL^At1111i11f3^7T21Jitt7iT1^14Z11J1•ZiliTi/T7-t11JJV^717JfT^lfiizi.W 2Yd
Ideal Reflector (Infinitely Conductive)
Current Sheet
FIGURE B-2
CURRENT SHEET MODEL CROSS-SECTION
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PARALLEL POLARIZATION
For Region 1 (z <0):
4	
-jk(x sine + z cos@)(B-1) E 1 = (uX
 cos6 - u Z
 sine) Ate
A -jk(x sine - z rose)+ ( ux cos6 + u2 sine) B t e
(B-2) H 1 = uy r^ -1 ^A +e jk (x sine + z cose) -Bte-jk (x sine - z cos@) l
Similarly, for Region 2 (0 < z < d):*
(B-3) E 2 = ( ux cos6 - uz sine) Fte ik (x sine + z cosh)
+(ux
 cose + u z sine) G, a ak(x sine - z cos6)
(B-4)1!2 = uy r1 -1 ^^ e-jk(x sine + z cos@)- Gte jk(x sin9 - z cose)
Examination of the boundary conditions on the tangential
component (E tan= 0) at the infinitely conductive reflector
surface at z = d yields
-jkd cose
	 +jkd cos6
	 -jkx sinex'y(B-5) ux cos@ (F e - + G t e	 ) e	 0
(B-6) Gt = -Fte 3k d cos6
so that
(B-7) E2 = (u x
 cos6 - u
	 tZ sine) Fe jk(x sine + z cos6)-
+ (u
x 
cose + u Z sine) (-Fte jk2d cos6)
.e
-jk(x sine - z cose)
*Note that we assume the properties of Regions 1 and 2 to be
identical. A dielectric--filled region would require modification
of the equations but would yield similar results.
r
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fz
	 L
-jwu 	 o	 Ht(z)dxdz
	
o	 O L
Jr
and
(B-8) E 2	
( ux cose - u z sine) Fte-jkx sine
z=0
-(ux cose + uz sine) Fte 3k2d cose a-jkx sine
Now at z = 0 we hair:: a very thin ,: sheet of high but finite
conductivity. Consider a slab of this material as shown in
Figure B-3. For the electric field
(B-9) E - dk = -jwu	 H - dsH
S
	
L	 zo	 o
(B-10) fo Eltdx + fo0. E2ndz- fL E2tdx - fz 0 
E 2n dz
N
tyr,^!Sk
^. f--	 Est
'yet
FIGURE B-3
In the limit at z o -; 0	 SEGMENT OF CURRENT SHEET
A	 z
(B-11) L ( Elt - E 2t ) 	 -jwuL 1 o H t (z)dz = 0
0
Therefore,
(B-12) Elt !z=0
	 E 2t Iz-0 - F t Cos(1- a 7k2d cose
) a-jkx sine
Still considering the high conductivity sheet, the square slab
shown has a resistance ( for x-directed currents)
L _ L_
	 so1	 that	 = 1
0(B-13) R = cA	 QLzo	 Qzo	 Rozo
(B-14) ¢ H - dk = (6 + jwe )	 E - dsE1 ^	 s -
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(B-15) f- Hltdy + 
1 °H
ndz + 
1 
H2tdy	
J 
Hndz
L	 o	 0	 zo
	
( Rl z + jas l )	 E	 dsE
0 0 is
In the limit as z  + 0 ( R0 constant)
(B-16) L(Hlt - HLt ) - R1 2	 fS 
E 	 dsE
0 o 
= Rlz
fz, f
L E t (z) dydz
	
0 0 0	 0
Cancelling L and applying L'Hospital's rule,
z
dz°	 Et (z)dz
(B-17) H1 t - H 2 t 2--olm-i
0	 d o 0
Z 
dz R0 z00
E (z0)
_
	
 R0	 Z° =0
E t (0)
R0
Examining the tangential components at z = 0 yields
E: uXcos6 (A t +Bt)e
- jkx sine
-u X cos8 F^(1 - e-jk2d cos8 )e-jkx sine x'q0
(B-19) At + B t = F t (1 - e-Jk2d cos8)
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-1 (At - B t ) a ]kx sineH: u  n
-u n-1 F (1 - e-7k2d cos@ ) a-jkx sineT
x
=y u core 
Ft 
(1 - e-7k2d cos@ )e-jkx sine
Y	 R0
(B-20) At - B t = F^^ (
1 + e 7k2d cos e  + R cos e
 ( 1 - e-7k2d cos8)1
o	 J
From Equation (B-19)
A + B
(B-19')F = -?	
-jk2d cash
1 - e
so that
-jk2d cose
(B-20')A - Bt _ (A^ + B^)^ 1 + e- k2d cos8 + R cos8
1 - e
	 o
front which
B	 (Rcose - 1) + j cot (-2^-n-d cosh)
(B-21) P t = -^ _ - n°	 27T
A T	 (R cos8 + 1) + j cot (
-td cose)0
PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION
Applying essentially the same approach to perpendicular
polarization yields:
For Region 1 (z < 0):
(B-22) E1 = uy IA^e-jk(x sine + z cos@)_^ -jk(x sine - z cose) 1
E
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4(B-23)
	 H 1
_
h -1	 ( ( —ux Cosa + uZs -jk(x sine + zsine) Awe cose)
+ (-uX cose - ^	 -jk (x sine -uZ sine)	 B,^e
{
z cose) J
!
For Region 2	 (0	 <	 z	 <	 d):
(B-24)	 E uy ^F^e 3k(x sine + z cose) -Gee-j;;(x sine - z Cosa)1
J
-2
(B-25)H2 tt -1	^(-ux cose + ux sine) Fie-3k(x sine + z
I
cose)
+ (-uX cose - ux
 sine) G,,.e-3k(x sine - z Cosa)
At z = d, E t
 = 0. Therefore,
-jkd cosh	 +jkd cose	 -jkx sine x,y(B-26 ) u }, (Fie	 - G ee	 ) e	 = 0
(B-26') G-1, = + Fie Jk2kd cosy
and thus
(8-27) E, = u^ F'.le ^k(x sine + z cose)
-e - 2kd cose a jk kc sine - z cosh) 1
(B-28) E,	 = uF 11 _ e-7 2kd cose^ e-jkx sine
^z=0	 _, + 1
-
E t (0)
(B-29) Hlt
	 H2t - R0
	
Fi
a
-
+
e
	 sine (1 _ 
e
-jk2d cose)
Ro
Examining tangential components at z = 0 gives us
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(B-30) E: u
Y 
I A^.O. - b.] e- jkx sine -uyF 1 - ej 2kd cose] a jkx sine x, 0
- k2d cose(B-31) A,0, -B+ =F. 1-e 3
(B-32) H; -ux n-1 (A,+ B
.+
)cose a-jkx sine
+ u tl-1 F; ( 1 + e-^k2d cose )e-jkx sine
—x
x,y 
-u 
F1 
1 - e-jk2d cose a-jkx sine
—x R
0
(B-33) (A,* + Bi, ) cose = F(1 + e-jk2d cos@ )cos@ + R (1 _ e ^k2d cos@)l
0
from which
B	 ^R se t- ll - j co f	 cose
(B-34) p	
o
^ _ ^^ = 
Aa	 sece + 1 1 - j cot[ 2 d cos 91
0
For easy comparison to Jasik 5
 we define
M ." • - •R cose and M • =• R sece
0	 0
and rewrite
2kd cose = 2 ^° cos@; d = R00 ; 'I 
_ W'= 377
so that
B1	 (M* - 1) + j cot (^'^ d cose)
(B-21 1 ) p , = „
	 2nA t	 (Mt - 1) + j cot (x-- d cose)
2	 z2	 (Mf - 1) + cot ( X0 coy@)
(B-35) I p t l =	 2	 2
(M^ + 1) + cot (^ X0 cose)
0
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and
A	 B.,	 (M^ - 1) - j cot (^ d cose)(B-34') P,, = = =
	 2nA^	 (M,^ + 1) - j cot (7- d cose)
2
2	 (M^ - 1) 2 + cot (	 Cose)(B-36)	 (P .,I	 =
( M.+ + 1) 2 + Cot2 (2-^ Cose)
Returning to a notation convenient to our purposes,
(R cose - 1) + j cot (
	 d Cose)
(B-21) Pt _ - °
(R cose + 1) + j cot (
a te 
d cose)
0
and	 (R sece - 1) - j cot (^^ d cose)
(B-34) P ,1 _	 0
(R sece + 1) - j cot (-^ d cose )
0
Equations (B-21) and (B-34) provide confirmation of, and
limitations on, the corresponding expressions in Jasik
and provide a measure of scatter when deviations from
design conditions occur. This effort has also led to a
previously unexpected result. Setting the various real
?rd imaginary parts of the numerators of Equations (B-21)
and (B- 34) equal to zero reveals that total absorption
is possible at angles off normal (a # 00):
;B-37) T: Ro Cosa - 1 = 0
and
(B-38) cot (fin
 d cose) = 0
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on 1
or
(B-39) t: R sec6 - 1 = 0
0
and
(B-40) cot (2n d cose) - 0
2n d cos@ - n 3 T 5n . . .X_ 2' 1-0  T-I
That is,
(B-41) d = (2n - 1) 4 sec6	 n = 112131...
and
(B-42) Ro = n cosh for parallel polarization
or
(B-43) Ro = n sec6 for perpendicular polarization
Equations (B-41) and either ( B-42) or (B-43) describe physical
conditions on d and Ro for any given angle and wavelength to
provide the results illustrated :n Figure B -4. (Compare to
Figure B-2.
1-	 -
	 jRo 0-.x Z =o
Region 2
2	 VIII	 "'	 IISI.[.[113121ZI IIZZISI3l 	 .TSIfIZT1.IZIliIlI.IS.Ila?tt*In=r rrrrri rTxT...irAn/ .v IT 	 Z=d
FIGURE B-4
CURRENT SHEET MODEL
CROSS-SECTION: MATCHLD CASE
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APPENDIX C
WAVEGUIDE MODEL
r
i
WAVEGUIDE MODEL
While the CSM provides several insights into the functioning
of the Rectenna and suggests some useful modifications of the
Reference Design, it provides neither clear criteria for element
spacing nor characteristics of the near field. Therefore, a
second model is needed, one which will quantify the electro-
magnetic modes (field configurations) in the immediate vicinity
of Rectenna element. The Waveguide Model,based on properties
of a special waveguide described by Wheeler 9 in his analysis
of a large planar array, characterizes EM modes generated by
planar waves normal to the array. It should be understood
that this model will apply only to incidence normal to the
array.
Specifically, the waveguide has special "imaging" char-
acteristics due to its special nature. Unlike a conventional
waveguide, two opposite walls of the rectangle are "magnetic"
and non-conductive N - -, c - 0); the other two walls are
perfectly conducting (a - -).
To examine the reflective behavior of the individual walls,
we apply Equations (B-1) through (B-4) to a general interface
between two semi-infinite regions (See Figure C-1) . Because
PRECED14NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEC3
1	 -5g-
Ion 1
x
Goo
on 2
FIGURE C-1
A PLANE WAVE AT A PLANAR INTERFACE
Region 2 is semi-infinite
G +, = 0
and we have for Region 1 (z < 0):
(H-11)El	 (ux cose, - u Z sine,) A ♦
e-jk(xsine1 + z cosel)
+ (u x cose l + uz sine) Bye- jk l ;xsine l - z cose l )
1 ^ -jk (xsine + zcose )	 -jk (xsine - zcose )( H-2') H, _^ ni I A ,^e	 1	 1	 1 -B^e	 1	 1	 1
Similarly, for Region 2 (0 < z < d)
(B-3')	 E 2 - ( ux cose 2 - u Z sine 2 ) F+e jk2 (x sine  + z cos82)
H2 - 
u n 
21 
F+e
- jk2
 (x sine 2 + z cose 2 )
At the interface (z - 0) tangential components must match.
Thus,
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AA	 A	 -jk xsin0(C-1) it ux 0090 (At + B t,)e
	
1	 1
X OY	 A -jk xsin0
: uxcos02 F +e Z	 1
and so
(C-2) k i sine l • k2sine 2
	(Snell's Law of Refraction)
and
A	 A
(C-3) (At
 + B+) case,	 Ftcose2
A	 - i A	 A(C-4)Hs aynl (A+ - Bt) e-jklxsinel
x =Y u n-1F.e-jk2xsine2
—Y 2 T
A	 A •	 A
(C-5)n 2
 (A t - Bj = n,Ft	 A	 A
n2 (At - Bt) case ((--6)	 (At + Bt ) case, =	 n 1
(C-7) Bt cos8 i
 + n2 cose 2 = At 
n? CO38 2 - cnsei1	 1A
B tn2cOse 2
 - nicosei(C-8) A = n 2cose 2 + n lCos 1
Let us first consider the familiar result of an ideal conductor
characterized by
A
B(C-9) Lim Bt = -1
e.°° A+
(0 2 *40)
so that the electric field in Region 1 becomes
(C-14)
	
El	 ( ux case - ur sine,) Ate-jk (xsine i - z cosel)
+ ox case, + ux
 sine,) (-At)e-jkl(xsinei - z case,)
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This tells us that the images are as in Figure C-2.
el
.m
2	 4.
(Q2'°°)
	
......
FIGURE C-2
IMAGING AT AN IDEAL
CONDUCTING WALL
ul
^ 2• ea
r.., r r r'y
FIGURE C-3
IMAGING AT AN IDEAL MAGNETIC WALL
Similarly, for an ideal magnetic material for which o2
 is finite
B
(C-11) Lim f = + 1
U2-10 At
Leading us to
- jk (xsin8 + z cose )(C-12) E1	 (ux cos8, - uzsin8,) Afe	 1	 1	 1
+ (ux cove, + u z sine,) (+A+)e-jkl(x sin8 i - z cos8,)
so that the image _, are as shown in Figure C-3. The results
of Equations (C-10) and (C-12) ruggest that we can usefully
conceive of a "mixed wall" waveguide such as is shown in figure
C-4. (We impose o -0 on the magnetic walls for later convenience.)
z
t
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FIGURE C-4
CROSS-SECTION, MIXED-WALL WAVEGUIDE
If such a waveguide has a probe (monopole antenna) inserted
through one of the conductive walls, the probe will have
images such as are shown in Figure C-5.
1
1
1
1
1
Waveguide
Monopole
rjA
bjj
^---- x --+
A
1
1
i
^-- v u 1 c =
E : •
u	 ( E _ e' + )
E = Ei	 3W
Q -0	 /i1	 ;
`	 Dipole Image
of Monopole
A'/ A
	 A
1
i
1
A.
1
A
	
A	 A	 A,	 A
41
1	 t	 i
FIGURE C-5
IMAGING PROPERTIES OF MIXED-WALL
WAVEGUIDE WITH MONOPOLE
F
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The array of images is of infinite extent, and the single
monopole in the mixed-wall waveguide is equivalent to an
infinite array of perfectly spaced dipoles all excited
identically. Or, as in Figure C-6, we may claim that an
infinite array of identically excited dipoles could have
infinitely thin walls forming mixed wall waveguides erected
between them without altering the yield pattern.
FIGURE C-6
.,	 ^	 I	 J	 J	 J	 ^l	 l ^4^--. 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
J	 J	 1	 1	 J	 J	 J	 J
FIGURE C-7
FIGURES C-6, C-7
ARRAY SECTIONED BY MIXED-WALL WAVEGUIDES
This concept, then, provides us a method of examining
the field patterns within any one waveguide and claiming
with confidence that we know the patterns everywhere above
the equivalent infinite array of dipoles. The applicability
-64-
6
of such a scheme, of course, depends upon the correspondence
of the infinite extent model of the real Rectenaa array and
on a restriction to normal incidence. 	 A more intuitive
discussion of the waveguide model is given on page 17.
To examine the field patterns within the mixed wall
waveguide we return once again to the wave equations in E
and H, Equations (A-5) and (A-6). We will find it convenient
to define the waveguide such that the z-axis is the direciCion
of propagation--that is, the axial dimension of the waveguide
as shown in Figure C-5. We can they, decompose the Laplacian
( Q 2 ) operator as
,.	 2	 ^
(C-13) 92E = Vxy L + a2 E
az
For + z propagation
(C-14) E(x,y,z, jW) = E (x,y, jw)e-YZ
and thus Equation (A-5) becomes
2^	 2	 2"	 2(C-15) 7 E= Xy E :+ y E _- W j,EE
(C-16) QXyE _ - (W 2 uE + Y 2 ) E
-k 2 E
c—
where k^ W pe=	 W2uE + Y 2 kc is the "cutoff wavenumber",
and 
c 
is the "cutoff frequency".
Similarly, Equation (A-6) becomes
7
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a^RT•e.e..,.^.-^-....s^....--^..n-is.o.....-.w..^^+... ..o ^.r, r . ^	
..	 ...
	
,...^^-+..-,: mo+",.a•.r...r.^.^*ar rr . ^ -^,.-^i^..nsF :fi
(C-17) 7XY H - k^ H
we will also need, from Equations (A-1) and (A-2),
0
(C-18);
	
Hx	 = k^2l Jwe 
ay Et — Y ax HZJ
(C-19) Hy - -k^ I Jws ax E z + Y ay HL,
L
(C-20)
•
Ex = -k-2ly
ax EZ + jWp	 a g^Y
(C-21) Ey = kc 2 fY 8y EZ + JwU	 HZ
l ax	 J
As is usual with an "ordinary" waveguide, we will decompose
the field into the various possible modes which could exist
alone or in combination within the bounded region. There
are two major classes of such modes- -the TM and the TE ( trans-
verse magnetic and tranverse electric), with the additional
possibility of two orthogonal TF.M (transverse electric and
magnetic *) modes.
For TMfg modes (HZ = 0)
VXy EZ -k^ Ez
yields
(C-22) B  - (A cos px + B sin px) (C cos qy + D sin qy)
where p2 + q2	 k2
C
*Often read as "Transverse Electromagnetic". These are non-
existent in an ordinary hollow waveguide. As will be shown, one
TEM is not only possible but quite significant here.
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s
Consideration of the (conductive) boundaries at
y=G and y=b
tells us that
C=0
and
q = 21 g - 1,2,3,... (note that g may not be zero)
From Equation (C-19)
(C-23) Hy	 w2 (-A sin px + B cos px)	 (D sin qy)
kC
Consideration of the (magnetic) boundaries at
Y?
x= 0 and x=a
: tells us that
B = 0
and
p = an f =	 0,1,2,3,..*
so that
i
(C-24) E B	 cos px sin qy	 B	 = AD
z fg fg
5 (C-25) Hx	 =
jy-- Bfg cos px cos qy
C
c
(C-26) liy 	= w2 BE sin px sin qy
kC
fg
(C-27) Ex
kP B
fg sin px sin qy
C
(C-28)
E 
YZ- Bfg cos px cos qy
k^
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Similarly for TEmn modes (E. = 0)
(C-29) H= - Amn sin px cos qy
A	 A
(C-30) HX - j Amn cos px cos qy
c
A	
A
(C-31) Hy -	 Amn sin px sin qy
11	 A
c
(C-32) Ex	 kE Amn sin px sin qy
C
(C-33) EY C = J^►2P Amn cos px cos qykc
in which q b^ may be zero but p 
a^ 
may not be zero.
Before going further, let us consider the possibilities
of TEM modes ( ET = HZ = 0). For this mode to propagate energy
A	 A
in the z direction it is necessary to have the pairs, E X , Hy
A	 /,
and/or Ey , HX . Equations(A-1)and(A-2)require that these may
A	 A	 A	 A	 A
be non-zero when E  and H Z are both zero only if E X , Ey , H x ►
A
and Hy are non-varying with x and y. This requirement, along
A	 A
with the boundaries, eliminates the E X , Hy pair. However,
unlike the ordinary closed waveguide, the boundaries do not
	
A	 A
forbid the Ey , H  case. Thus, we have a waveguide capable
of supporting a TEM mode. This was a necessary conclusion
if our model was to represent the infinite array, since the
TEM mode corresponds exactly to the plane wave which we know
will be generated by the array of dipoles and which is our
i
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i	
x
desired wave. In fact, what we actually wish to demonstrate
is that spacings `of dipoles (dimensions of the waveguide)
exist for which none of the other modes will propagate. Under
such conditions these other modes will be present reactively
and will be the necessary "near field" components which "make
up the difference" between the discrete dipoles of the actual
array and the continuous current in the current sheet model
of Appendix B.
To this end we will now consider the dimensional require-
ments for these higher (TM and TE) modes to propagate. Recall
from the derivation of Equation (C-16) and from Equation (C-22)
that
(C-34) k2 = w 2 pc = p2 + q2 = (a") 2 + (1 ) 2
so that
(C-35) f^ = 1	 3 	 (al) 2 + (al)22nd
= 2 f (a)2 	+ (b)Z
For a wave to propagate, the propagation constant Y as
defined in Equation (C-14) must be predominantly * imaginary.
Since, by the definition of k,;,
*In the lossless idealization at hand, Y will be purely imaginary
or purely real since losses cause it to be a general complex
number in an ordinary waveguide.
a
k
5
s
f
x
R
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(C-36)	 Y=/k- 2-ague
./W2 PC - a2ue
2wf2 - f2
it is apparent that for
f > f 
Y is imaginary and the mode propagates, and for
f < f
C
Y is real and the mode is evanescent (reactive, non-propagating,
cut off) .
Of course, we are interested in the inverse problem
here. That is, we are dealing with a fixed frequency and
wish to determine dimensions which establish the transition
(cut off) between propagation and evanescence. Since
f < f
C
2 3 (a)2 	 + (b)2 	 < f.
( 2 + (n) 2 < 1
yielding
(MM
 a) 2 + ( 2b ) 2 < 1
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i
We will now apply these conditions to the modes with the
lower values of indices (m, n, or f, g). When these are cut
off, the higher orders will also clearly be cut off.
For the TE 10 mode,
} A
H Z	 = A sin ax e
- j az
A
—jazEy	 w2n	 A	 cos ax
akC
A
H x	 = -	
a2A	
cos	 a-jaZA x
akL
where j a= y	 k^ - k —k	 2 rtf 3Ue= 2 n2
a
For the TM. 1 mode,
i
¢ A	 A	 6zE Z	 = 3 sin by e
Q
A	 A
H	
= bkcn3 cos by a Paz
x
A	
=	
ana	 r	
-jaz
E	 - ^. 'I	 cos b–y eY _ bk
t
where jS
	
Y	 k^ - k2 k2nf 3ue=
3(b) 2 - k2
For the TE11 mode,
H Z	 A sin ax cos by a 7az
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AEx = WI WA sin 
a 
x si n ^y a-jaz
bkc
Ey = JwURA cos ax Cos bW-y a-jaz
bkc
H	 S2A cos Ax cos gya -jazx
akc
Hy = ^ sin Ax sin ^y a-jsz
bkc
and for the TM11 mode,
EZ 3 cos ix sin Sy a- jSz
Ex - 
ak
28 sin ax  sin ^y a- jsz
c
jr" 
cos 7x cos 7y a j6z
%.,. 2 	a	 b
Hx = - W 2 cos 
a 
cos by a -j6z
bk
c
= 
W] EnB 
sin 'Tx sin '^y a-jazHy
	
ak 2
	 a	 b
c
L
where jf = Y
	
(a)2 + ( } 2 - k2 and k = Z—
i
for both TE11 and TM11 modes.
For the TE20'
Hz = A sin a'^x e
- jdz
tif
!	
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.1
i
k
bA
E
	
wP2WA 
cos 27rx a-jszY akc	 a
A= VA	
2 r
 x e- j azcos
x ak	 a
C
where js =+^(—'r) 2 -k2	 k
and k^ = 2r
These results may be consolidated graphically as in
Figure C-8 in which values of the dimensions "a" and "b"
within the hashmarked region would cause all modes except
the TEM and TE 10 modes to be evanescent. Examination of
I;
I^
i^
TE11, TM11
	
r	 i
r
TE 10 r r
TE01	 i
;TE20
I
I
I
a
a	 ^
FIGURE C-8
CUTOFF LIMITS FOR LOWER
MODES IN MIXED-WALL WAVEGUIDE
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the field configuration of the TE iG mode tells us that
while this mode is "propagatable" it is not "generatable"
by a probe at the x - I location since that is a null point
for the electric field. Since the model is valid only for
ideally distributed and identically excited dipoles, there
is no way the probe can fail to be at the x - ,r position.
(Note that "mode-hopping," the production of one mode from
another due to imperfections, is not a pxoblem here since
we are dealing with an ideal waveguide.)
A
The total electric field, E, and the total magnetic field,
A
H, in the mixed-wall waveguide are each sums of the various
field configurations or modes that exist in the waveguide.
A	 A
Now E and H are vector and phasor sums of respective field
components in the x, y, and z directions of Figure C-5.
A	 A
Thus for "+z propagating" field components, E and H can be
represented by the equations given in Table I (page 75)
A	 A	 A
where IDn and Bfg are respectively the spatial maxima of Hz
	 i
A	 A
and EZ and where Co is the spatial maximum of the H field
of the TEM wave. The a's and B's at the bottom of the table
are respectively the real and imaginary parts of the expressions
shown for the Y's. The terms involving double summations
represent the "sums of the higher order modes". The leading
A	 A
terms in the equations for E  and H  are the equations for
the TEM mode. If the higher order modes are evanescent (as
is assumed), then the double summation terms are components
f
	 of the fields associated with reactive power.
i
rre
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HHz = 0+ Mal nz0 Ama sin 
max 
cos	 a-asnz
E: = 0 + fl0 8 1 Sf g cos= sin	 a of ;z
Ex ' O
+ m^l n 0
Wynn A.
,sin max sin 
nwx i a
anz
kcanb
t
f!0
^1g= -a-- f— 8f g sin f= sin	 a-af gzkcf ga
Ey uE K	 a-j0oo z	 +	 ^,Umn ^ n cos mnx cos mry a-amazo o	 m=-1 1 n=0	 2	 A	 -a--	 s'
kcan a
+ f^0 g1
049W	 ^g — Bfg cos fax cos	 a afgz
kc f gb
H 
x
K	 e
.. jgoo z +
	
E	 E	 aammv ^
	
mnx	 n^	 -a	 zoo	 m=1 n=0	 cos -^ a	 anAMU cosk2	 a
	
a
can
+ f=0 g=1
b Bfg cos 
fax 
cos	 b	 e a
an z
kcf g
^H 0
.
E
+ m=1
.
E
n=0
s
aannn 
^	
sin 
m^rx 
sin n--1	 a aan z^ Aan	 a
can
R +	 E
f=0
E
g=1
WE T B	 sin frx sin	 g-ofgzf g	 a
k2	 b
cfg
Y 
an
a + j a =/k2- (M) 2 - (a) 2=/k2-k2	 2an an a	 b	 can
TABLE I
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS FOR A MIXED -WALL WAVEGUIDE
Equations shown are for total "+ z propagating" portion of the
field components in a mixed -wallwaveguide. With appropriate
sign changes, similar equations express the "-z propagating"p	 components.
f
1
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A reflector or shorting plate inserted in the waveguide
behind the monopole (Figure C-9) produces an equivalent to
the infinite array of dipoles in Figure C-S backed by a
reflector. A set of equations analogous to those in Tablu I
can then be generated for the "-z propagating" field com-
ponents of the waves reflected from the shorting plate.
Summing Tne +z and -z directed field components in the
neighborhood of the monopole gives rise to a set of equations
of the same form as those in a conventional waveguide backed
by a shorting plate. These equations establish matching
requirements on the monopole from the shortinq plate so that
the non-evanescent wave does not propagate back up the
waveguide toward the source. Since it is generally accepted
that a probe in a conventional waveguide backed by a shorting
plate can (ideally) absorb all power flowing down the wave-
guidelo , it is therefore expected that a probe (monopole) will
absorb all power flowing down a mixed-wall waveguide. Therefore
+z (Direction of
energy flow down
fC	 waveguide)
Monopole
FIGURE C-9
MONOPOLE BACKED BY SHORTING PLATE
Shorting Plate
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C
r
r
	 total absorption of the plane wave power beam by a dipole
in a Rectenna requires that the separation between dipoles
be within limits which restrict propagation in the mixed-
wall waveguide to the TEM mode. A full-scale computer
analysis to test this hypothesis is recommended. However,
agreement of these results with those of the current sheet model
and grating lobe analysis (Appendix D) convinces us that this
"mixed-wall waveguide" model is properly respresentative
i	 of a Rectenna of infinite extent.
f
Since the waveguide dimensions which restrict propagation
to the TEM mode are less than a in the "a" direction and less
than a/2 in the "b" direction of Figures C-5 and C-6, and
since the separation between the centers of the dipoles is
"a" by "2b" (Figure C-7), then the maximum allowable separation
of the centers of dipoles for total absorption of a plane wave,
for the rectangular grid configuration of Figure C-6 (page 64)
is just under one wavelength.
•	 q
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APPENDIX D
GRATING LOBES
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^E D-1
%LYSIS GEOMETRY
GRATING LOBES
Three types of reradiation may be expected from the rectenna:
random, specular, and grating lobe scatter. Whenever a
regularly spaced array of coherent sources exists, there is
a possibility of grating lobes.
If for any systematic or non-random reason the criteria
discussed elsewhere are not perfectly met and energy is there-
fore radiated from individual elements, it is essential that
the directions in which the ener.;y radiates be predictable.
An infinite planar array of isotropic antennas is illustrated
in Figure D-1. The pattern multiplication theorem allows
*In pre-laser optics, structures such as gratings cut in
an opaque sheet were used with a single source to permit
interference experiments--hence the name.
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each of the isotropic elements to represent for our present
purposes one dipole and its image in the reflector. Of course,
any analysis based on these isotropic elements lacks any
element pattern effects and, for that matter, suppresses
polarization effects where present.
In Figure D-2 the angle a is restricted to the x-y plane
a
Reference
Element ^
	
O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O O	 x
E/-O EL E/ k:ZL$
^— b —A
	
...-4	 -3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4...
I
Z
FIGURE D-2
GRATING LOBE ANALYSIS GEOMETRY (SIDE VIEW)
(d = 900 in Figure D-1). The angle a is the angle at which
a grating lobe, if any, will be produced if all elements are
excited at the sample amplitude and with a phase variation
uniformly progressive with x as shown.
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Once again in anticipation of multiplication of patterns
we are k itting each element in Figure D-2 represent a row
of elements along z = constant, x = constant lines.
We shall stipulate that phase will be measured relative
to the field component produced by the reference element.
If the element immediately to the right of the reference
element is excited at a'leading phase 0, the two will generate
a signal in the a direction of
tD-1)
	 ETOT = ELo + E / (t + 2,rb'sin a
where b' = b is the wavelength-normalized distance between
elements. For a large array with uniform phase distribution,
c
q
L(D-2)	 E TOT 	 E gin(¢. + 27b'sina)
n=-p
in the limit p	 q -+ Equation (D-2) tends to zero
except when
(D-3) (n + 1) ^^ + 2rb'sin aj = n [^ + 2nb'sin a]+ 21rm
(D-4) + 2Trb'sin a = 2zrw
	
m an integer
By Equation (D-4) we are stating that grating lobes will
exist in the directions
(D-5) a = sin-1 [22 -,Tm - ^I
This suggests that the grating lobe pattern is impulsive (i.e.,
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has zero beamwidth). Mathematically,
E(e,B)	 A(S) d(6 - a)
This is true only for a truly infinite array. We believe
that an analysis of the very large but finite rectenna would
show the peak of grating lobes to be at an excellent approximation
of the a direction. We are particularly interested here in
the special cases associated with excitation of the elements
by incoming signals. Figure D-3 represents the same array as
e
	
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 o	 x
EL0 EL El 0 E[ 2j
	
...-4
	
-3	 -2	 -1	 0	 l	 2	 3	 4...
2
FIGURE D-3
GRATING LOBE ANALYSIS GEOMETRI
(Incoming Signals)
Figures D-1 and D-2 but with emphasis on a plane wave (compare
Appendixes A and B) incoming from an anglee.* If we once
again stipulate that phase will be measured relative to the
*Note that both a and a are colatitude angles—- measured in
the x-z plane.
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element at the origin, the incoming plane wave will
produce currents in the elements proportional to
(D-6) En - E /2nnb'sine
That is, in Equations (D-1) and (D-2)
- 2nb'sine
If we now insert this result into Equation (D-5) we obtain
(D-7) a = sin 1f27m - 27b'sine]!!	 2Trb
For m = 0
a = sin-' [-sin e]
a = - e
for all b'. This is the speculdr reflection and not a true
grating lobe even though it comes through the same mathematics.
Note, too, that nothing here indicates that this will not
have a zero amplitude. The true grating lobes occur for m > 0.
a = sin-1 [T - sine I
and we conclude that for grating lobes to be produced b' must
be such that a is real:
(D-8) -1 < m - sine < + 1
or
b, < 1 + sine	 0 < e < n/2
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The "first" grating lobe corresponds to m .: 1. To avoid
fundamental frequency grating lobes, we need to consider only
this case.
Hence, we require
(D-9)	 b'	 11 + s n
to avoid grating lobes.
The analysis above is quite adequate for a rectangular
configuration. However, the reference rectenna has an equilateral
triangular configuration such as illustrated in Figure D-4.
Lines of Phase Painforceeent
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FIGURE D-4
CONFIGURATION OF REFERENCE RECTENNA
Simple trigometry tells us that the "slant" and "horizontal"
separations have a 1.15 : 1 ratio for the eauilateral triangles
as shown.
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Again invoking the concepts of pattern multiplication,
t	 I
we select any one side of a triangle, draw a family of
lines parallel thereto, and represent the elements along
each line by a single element. For the incoming signal
normal to the array all (actual) elements are in phase and
1
thus so are the fictitious elemen^.s of each line. On the
basis of the earlier discussion we therefore conclude that
r	
a < a
X
or	 1.15a < 1.15 A
provides the criterion for non-existence of grating lobes
for normal incidence. If a terrain-conforming design as
suggested elsewhere in this report is to be considered with
the triangular array, a grating lobe analysis for that case
should be undertaken.
Harmonic Grating Lobes
The presence of diodes close to the dipoles of the rectenna
elements suggests the possible qeneration of harmonic currents.
Because the elements are expected to be similar, the incoming
signal will produce harmonics having a phase regularity.
Where elements are identical, the analysis of this Appendix
will be approximately applicable, failing only because of
f
finiteness of regions. The patterns of harmonic grating
4
lobes can be deduced by reference to analysis similar to
that associated with Equation (D-7). It should be noted,
however, that as harmonics are introduced there are grating
lobes in directions outside the "plane of incidence" as
defined by the Poynting's vectors of the incoming and specular
reflection. A full analysis for the angle of incidence not
zero (i.e., the "terrain conforming" design) is beyond
the scope of our present task. For the special case of e = 0,
all elements are excited in phase. For a rectangular array
a grating lobe can exist at any longitudinal ui:gle for which
Equation (D-7) is satisfied (for e = 0). Thus, for the
second harmonic,
(D-10)	 a = sin 1 Znb"
sin-] m
_ 	 b„
where the double prime implies that separation has been
normalized to the wavelength of the second harmonic (as
opposed to the fundamental).
One convenient approach to the harmonic grating lobes
is to assume that b" is so small as to make second harmonic
grating lobes impossible and then consider changes as b"
increases.* As b" reaches unity (b = 0.5X fund	 X2)
four grating lobes at a 	 900 and 8 = 0 0 , ±900, and 1800
come into existence. Because of the infinite extent assump-
tion we expect harmonic grating lobes to be impulsive just
i
-Note tat a rectangular array will be approximately square
in order to prevent grating lobes at the fundamental.
x
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f
as were the fundamental ones. Further increase in b" will
cause the angle a associated with the first set to decreaxe.
9
A v&iue of b" is eventually reached which brings forth four
more lobes at a - 900 and 8 - + 450 and + 135°. Increasing
r	 b" beyond this point would cause these four to shift to
smaller a and would eventually give rise to four more.
Before this condition has been reached, of course, there would
be fundamental grating lobes and this many second harmonic
lobes would not be expected. However, third and fourth
harmonics would produce the same type pattern. In general
one wo! jid expect progressively smaller amplitudes at higher
harmonics. Care must be exercised in design of the rectenna
to avoid any resonances at these harmonics which might cause
enhancement.
A similar pattern of harmonic grating lobes is expected
for the triangular array except that six lobes spaced by 60°
are to be expected for each set.
Introduction of element patterns will, of course, alter
the relative amplitudes of lobes. However for harmonics it
is likely that radiations would be from more than just the
dipole portion. Until more is known about characteristics
of individual elements, little more can be drine with this
4
	 aspect of the problem.
r	 As has been noted above, an ideally arrayed rectenna
i
e
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of infinite extent would produce grating lobes which are
impulsive. In general, a shift to finite extent or
introduction of typical variations in element placement
should generate more typical patterns. Both of these
departures from the ideal should eventually be examined.
t
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APPENDIX E
TOLERANCE AND PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
,:-. Z	 F
1
TOLERANCE AND PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
M,
An.actual rectenna may deviate from the ideal for 1 number
of reLsons:
e,	
1. Random construction variations `
a. Geometrical (three displacements, three rotations)
b. Impedance (element length or diode-load)
2. Systematic variations
a. Impedance error
b. Spacing error (dipole-reflector)
c. Angular error
3. Atmospheric induced randomness
These deviations all produce "errors" in the sense of reduced
efficiency and/or scattering.
Any one deviant element will scatter approximately
isotropically,with amplitude and phase dependent upon the
nature of the deviation. Thus, the study of random construction
variations as an electromagnetic influence will need to wait
for statistical quality control information as an input.
Certain systematic and atmospherically induced variations
l
	
can, however, be usefully anticipated at this time.
Systematic Variations
The second class of "errors" can be treated using the
current sheet model (See Appendix B). Equations (B-21) and
(B-34) indicate the reflected power (specularly scatter;:d
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component) for deviations from nominal design values, thus:
( cose - 1) + j cot (mod cose)
RO
(B-21) R+ 	 n(N cose + 1) + j cot (7 d cose)0
( n sece - 1) - j cot(wd cose)
(R sece + 1) - j cot (1- d cone)
0
from which the power reflection coefficients are
(R cose - 1) : + cot 2 (- d cone)
s	 o
(E-1)	 Ip^I	 =
(
n
R cose + 1)	 + cot (- d cose)
0
:	
(R sece - 1)	 + cot (X- d cose)
(R
0
sece + 1)	 + cot Q— d cose)
For the reference system case with normal incidence and with
proper dipole-reflector separation
(R - 1) 
s
(R
0
+ 1) 2
z
n -
	
R°,	 2
	
n + R 2	 2
	
( R °)	 (n + R°)0
x	 s
(E-3)	 Ip*I
	 IP♦ I
r
For small excursions in R  around the nominal value n, we
can claim
Ro =n
so that
s
(E-4) la+l: = IP.4,I 2
 = n2n R°^
For normal incidence and impedance match we have
=	 2	 cot s (2w d)
(E-5) I a +I = I p^ I
	 4 + cot (^ d)
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For small excursions in 
r from the normal value r = O.25 we
can write
2	 s cot (^ d)
(E-6) 1 P t I - 1 P_, 1 ---4---__
Only in the case of angular deviation do we find it necessary
to separate P, and P♦ . For proper dipole-reflector separation
and impedance match we have
2	 (cose - 1) s + cot 2 (T cose)
(cose + 1) + cot ( 2 cose)
2  2	 s(sec8 - 1) + cot (T cose)(E-8) 1 P., I	 2	 2
(sec8 + 1) + cot ('w cose)
For small excursions of 8 from e - Q
cose ; 1 - 
82
21
and
2
secs=l+2!
so that
4
4 + cot 2
 ( cose)
(E-9)
IP^I2 = 1
P^1 2	 2
4 + cot (^ cose)
Plots of Equations (E-4). (E-6) and (E-9) are given on Page 14.
It should be noted that these plots are drawn to drastically
different scales and indica te that the rectenna is least sensitive
to errors in angle and most sensitive to errors in dipole-
reflector separa tion. Similar relationships can,
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of course, be found for a terrain conforming rectenna design.
However, shape and details depend upon the design value of e.
The discussion above is aimed entirely at cases in which
the rectenna itself deviates from the ideal in a systematic
way. (The angular error, of course, could also be associated
with satellite drift from station). We must also recognize
the possibility of the incoming signal varying from the assumed
approximation of a plane wave.
"Random Signal" Errors
Wait's wor' $k strongly supports the current sheet model
as adequate for phenomena observable at a reasonable distance
from the Rectenna. Our conclusion from that model was that
1008 absorption of incident energy from any prescribed direction
is possible provided the angle is known and fixed, the absorber
sheet impedance and separation from the reflector are appropriate
for the angle, and the incoming signal is a uniform plane wave.
We fee- that these conditions can be adequately approximated in
the average to provide significant encouragement. However,
there are possible external conditions which can cause deviation
from these requirements. It is our intent here to point out
some of these conditions. To provide insight into the problem,
let us first reconsider the current sheet model, but this time
with the incident signal non-uniform. This incident signal
can be decomposed into two components: the uniform illumination
originally posited plus a deviation signal. Using the parallel
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polarization case as an example we write (following Equation
(A-12) )
(E-10)	 E 1	(uX cos? - u  sin8) Ate jk(xsin8 + zcos8) +
where the A t component is the expected uniform illumination
and a is the deviation. If the entire system is assumed to
be linear*, the response can be described as the sum of the
responses to the A t and = components found individually. When
the conditions of Equations (B-41) and (B-42) are met, the
reflected component due to A t is, of course, zero. A repetition
of the derivation for the current sheet model using=-as input
will yield, with effort, the scatter due to _.
Evaluation of expected = function6 will_ require experimental
inputs. However, we can gain considerable insight into the
problem by examining the disturbance to (reflection from)
the linear current sheet model caused by a point source at
a general disturbance point (x 0 , yo , Z0 )	 (See Figure E-1).
once we can establish the error signal at an observation
point (x,y,z) due to a point source we will be able to
determine the result of any specified disturbance by
representing it by a continuum of point sources.
To analyze the result of a point source we will use the
current sheet model. Previously, we found it convenient
to treat the two reflecting surfaces together. For our
*The question of linearity is not trivial. See discussion on
page 30.
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if
present purposes we choose to treat the surfaces separately.'
Consider a plane wave such as is described by Equations (A-12)	 s
I
and (A-13) impinging on a conductive, infinitessimally thin
	
	 j
r
sheet dividing two semi-infinite regions (See Figure E-2).
Note that the properties on either side of the conductive sheet
are as._umed identical so that a l	a2 = a.
PARALLEL POLARIZATION
For Region 1 (z < 0):
(E-11)
	
E 1 = (ux cos a - u  sin a) M t e- 
3k (xsin a + z cos a)
+ (ux cos a + u Z sin a) N +e-3k(x sin a - z cos a)
-1	
Mte-
	
sin a + z cos a)
-N e j (x sin a - z cos a)
T
Similarly, for Region 2 (0 < z):
(E-13) E 2 = (ux cos a - u 2 sin (x) pte-3k(x sin a + z cos a)
(E-14) H2 = uy n-1 pie 3k(x sin a + z cos a)
Now at z = 0 we have the very thin sheet of high but finite
conductivity shown in Figure B-3 (Page 50). We have already
shown that at such a surface
E t (0)
(B-17)	 HIt - H 2 = R0
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(P)
FIGURE E-2
REFLECTION GEOMETRY
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Examining the tangential components at z - 0 gives us
(E-15) E: ux
 cos a (M, + N,) a- Jkx sin a
- uX cos a Pte- jkxsin a x= 0
(E-16) Mt + N t	 Pt
(E-17) Ii: uv n-i 1(M^ t - Nt)e-jkx sin a - F.e jkx sin a]
4
X,` u cos a P? a-jkx sin aS'	 R0
From Equation (E-17) we obtain
(E-18) Di d - N = Pt [1 + R cos a]0
into which we substitute Ec,.uation (E-16) to obtain
(E-19) Mt - N t = (M,, + N t ) [1 + R cos a^0
from which
..	 n
N^	 R cos a
(E-20) t
Mt - 2 + 2-
 
cos 	a
0
cos at
+ cos a0
=	 R
where R0 •-• Ii ° is the normalized resistance o` the sheet.
Returning to Equation (E-16) we obtain
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cos a(E-21) P^ M  1 - 2 R
r—+ cos a
	
P ? 	2R'
(E-22) ,tt 	 _	 °
	
M t 	
2Ro + cos a
It is almost, but not quite, trivial to extend this
analysis to the ideal reflector ( a 	 Ro 0) .
(E-20') Lim k  _ -1
a-*W
That is, we experience full reflection with 180 0 phase shift.
Note that this is the same result given as Equation (C-9).
PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION
tie will now apply essentially the same aporoa.:h to the
perpendicular polarization case. For Region 1 (z < 0):
(E-23) E l u ^M a-3k(x sin a + z cos a)- N e-jk(x sin a - z cos a)I
-y.
(E-24) H 1	 ^l -1 (-uX cos a + uZ sin co M,,e jk (x sin a + z cos a)
+ (- uX cos a - u  sin a) N,,e-3k (x sin a + z cos a)I
For Region 2 (0 < z) :
(E-25) E= u P e-jk(x sin a+ z cos a)
	-1	 " -jk(x sin a + z cos a)(E-26) H 2 = T1 (-uX cos a + u  sin a) P-,e
As before,
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-E t
 (0)
(B-29) Hlt - H 2 = R0
(E-27) _ - 
P^ 
a-jkx sin a
R0
Examining tangential components at z = 0 gives us
(E-28) E: uy (M - Ntje- jkx sin a _ u?' P,e-jkx sin a X• 0
(E-2?) M^ - NA	 P.*
(E-30) H: - uX r1 -1 ( M ,, + N-*) Cos a e-Jkx sirs a
+ uX r1 -1 P ., cos a e-Jkx sin a
X' y
	
	 P.. -jkx sin a
-uX
o^ e
(E-31) (M_, + N.,) Cos a	 P,, I Cos a + .R-^
0
TI(E-32) M,, + N 	 P.+
 (l + R  cos)
(M - N ) { 1 +	 l	 --)
''	 +	 RI COs a
N^ (1 + 1 + Ro loos a ) = ilr (1 + Ro loos n `1)
N(E-33) 4-	
= 2R"cos a + 1
P	 2Ro cos u
(E-34) t—^M	 2R' cos a + 1
J	 0
i
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For the ideal reflector
(E-35) Lire A ,^ = 1
O+0
telling us that we have full reflection without any phase shift.
Although the results for reflection anu transmission co-
efficients are polarization sensitive, we recognize that many
aspects of our pro,>lem are not. Consider the geometry shown
in rigure F-3. Here we treat a scattering point source located
at x0 y0 z0 and wish to determine the resulting disturbance
at an observation point x,y,z. We will reouir-^ that the slant
,:ar.ge from each of these ;points to the reflecting surfaces
he sufficiently large to allow us to visualize local disturbances
at the reflectors as plane waves. (Figure E - 3 i s a view of
the cross-section seen along the o- 	 r line of Figure E-1.)
From the disturbance point energy may reach the observation
point by several "reflection paths" in addition to a direct
path in which we have no present interest. These paths corre-
spond in Figure E-3 to :1 0 , a l , a 2 .... Thus the electric field
received at x,y,z will be
(E-36) E = K IM(a0 ) + I t(a 1	
e-j2kd cos al
±	 e
112	 (	 -j4kd cos a2
^t(a2 )
J
	^^ a`)j 
(i- 6kd cos a+ 1t(a3) 	 lt(a3)J e	 3
+ [t(a,)] ' [t(u,)1)e_j 8kd cos a4
± . . .
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MULTIPLE REFLECTION GEOMETRY
w
where K is both a complex (phasor) quantity and a vector
quantity serving as a normalizing coefficient which includes
the range factor (assumed to be the same for all naths).
The + choices depend upon the polarization. To illustrate
the application of these relationships, let the point x0 ,0 ' zof
recede such that
ao = al = a2 = . . .
(i.e., xo ,yo ,zo , are very large), and choose a to be a design
choice for perpendicular polarization. That is (from
Equations (B-41) and (B-43)),
—105—
I e
d=sac 9
a
= 4 sac a
Ro	 n sac e
= n sec a
and so,
1	 1
sac acosa+ =3
and
for the design polarization (horizontal).
Thus
11 _12]2 + 12]2[l	 2[  2
= K {
+[2] 2 [1 3	 2 ['l
 - 	
_5]	 [2S]	 114+
OD
 
2
(s) Z ( 5) Q
q=1
_ 0
as the design criteria predict.
Equations (E-36), then, yield the outputs at an
observation point due to point sources of the two polarizations.
Within the limitations imposed by non- linearities, any source
t
of interest can be formulated in terms of a continuum of these ia
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point sources. This task should be well within the capability
of a computer. Thus we feel confident that we can evaluate the
scatter associated with non-uniformity due to a mis-pointed
or mal-formed power beam or due to atmospheric scatter,
provided the non-uniformity arrives at an angle such that the
current sheet model is valid. The last restriction will
disallow signals arriving at angles a large enough to generate
grating lobes.
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APPENDIX F
TROPOSPHERIVIONOSPHERIC TRANSMISSI ON TESTS
PRECED.`% PAGE FilANK Nor fw.-Lmtj
TROPOSPHERIC/IONOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION TESTS
OBJECTIVES
The literature 
20
' 21 suggests that certain ionospheric
and/or tropospheric phenomena will cause amplitude and
i
phase variations in the SPS power beam as "seen" by the
Rectenna. The tests described here are designed to evaluate
the magnitude, type, and frequency of dccurence of such
effects.
Tests are particularly needed (see page 29) to determine
the degree of deviation in propagation phenomena observed
under two conditions unique to the SPS: monochromaticity
and smallness of the effective aperture of individual
Rectenna element dipoles. A search of the available
literature has revealed no experimental results in which
these conditions are present. Of particular interest
are the amplitude and phase variations produced by the
troposphere and the ionosphere.
APPARATUS
f
The four tests recommended here will require:
1. A transponding GEO satellite operating as closely
as can be arranged to 2.45 GHz.*
*Conventional C-Band co,-nunication satellite frequencies
would be acceptable.
PRECEDING PAGE BU414K NC** F,t.ML; ;
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2. Two conventional microwave receiving stations
(the antennas for these should have apertures as
small as possible consistent with acceptable
signal-noise ratios)s
3. Two microwave transmitters with antennas.
2
4. One very small aperture antenna (ti la );
2
5. One large aperture antenna (> 1200A );
TEST NUMBER 1
PHASE PERTURBATION TEST
PURPOSE
To measure the extent to which spatial phase pertur-
bations will cause the incoming signal to deviate from
the desired plane wave. These measurements will provide
an evaluation of this effect for monochromatic signals.
PROCEDURE
Two receiving stations are set up approximately 500
meters apart (Figure F-1). Variations in the phase differences
are then measured under the conditions given belo%
r
d
Satellite
Earth
T
Phase
mparator
am
A-1 500 Meters —^
's
	 i
R
	
r
FIGURE F-1
PHASE PERTURBATION TEST
TEST NUMBER 2
AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATION TEST: SMALL/LARGE APERTURE COMPARISON
(MONOCHROMATIC)
PURPOSE
To compare amplitude fluctuations of Space-to-Earth
signals received with and without the aperture averaging
associated with large (high gain) receiving antennas
-113-
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(see Crane and Blood ). While it would be desirable to
perform this experiment on a Space-to-Earth link, it seems
unlikely that enough power can be obtained from the satellite
to provide adequate signal-to-noise ratio at the very
small (ti la g ) aperture needed to properly model the Rectenna
element. Since the purpose here is experimental evaluation
of scintillation effects of monochromatic signals on small
TRANS
\	 I
RC VR	 n, Far Field
i
FIGURE F-2
AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATION TEST
aperture antennas, useful insights can be obtained by com-
paring horizontal path measurements with those from a larger
antenna.
PROCEDURE
The measurements require a conventional microwave
receiver capable of being switched between a large-aperture
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(k 1200A ) and a small aperture (ti IA ) antenna. (Figure F-2).
Both antennas should be oriented to receive the transmission
of a single. monochromatic transmitter over as nearly the
same horizontal path as possible. The horizontal path should
be chosen to provide a wide variation of atmospheric tur-
bulence due to surface heating in a region of the far field of
}	 both transmit and receive antennas. The receiver is switched
alternately between the antennas to provide amplitude
fluctuation statistics for a variety of measurement periods
ranging from cool, stable (e.g., early morning) to highly
turbulent (e.g., summer afternoon) conditions as well as
rain and sniw conditions. Simultaneous switching of trans-
mitter power and receiver antennas will eliminate the
influence of the antennas' ideal gains. 	 3
i
INTERPRETATION
These measurements will indicate the degree to which
the large body of available data, taken with relatively
large antennas, is or is not applicable to the rectenna
with its virtually independent elements.
TEST NUMBER 3
AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATION TEST: MONOCHROM%TIC/WIDE BAUD COMPARISON
PURPOSE
To compare amplitude fluctuations of apace-to-earth
signals which are 1) monochromatic and 2) modulated to
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a bandwidth on the order of 30NHz to indicate the degree
to which the large body of available data, taken with
modulated signals, is or is not applicable to the mono-
chromatic transmission proposed for the SM
PROCEDURE
using a conventional microwave receiver, record amplitude-
time data from satellite transmissions which alternate
between monochromatic and wide-band modulation.
TEST NUMBER 4
UP-LINK MULTI-PATH PHASE STABILITY
PURPOSE
To measure path-length phase-shifts between two up-link
signals by attempting to maintain constant phase between
them at the GEO satellite transponding antenna.
The ability to maintain a stable amplitude at the
satellite would help confirm the feasibility of the retro-
directive pilot-beam concept. Changes in phase of the
transmitted (up-link) signals needed to maintain constant
phase would indicate the magnitude of iono/tropospheric
effects on the combined signals received at the satellite.
PROCEDURE
Signals from a pair of microwave transmitters are
t
	 received in the input antenna of a single transponder aboard
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FIGURE F-3
UP-LINK MULTIPATH PHASE STABILITY TEST
the satellite. The output of this transponder, frequency shifted
but with amplitude proportional to the phasor sum of the, signals
received by it, is transmitted to a ground-based receiver
(Figure r-3).
r
The two transmissions will form an interference pattern in
. space in the vicinity of tho satellite (see Figure F-4). If
the phase lengths are stable, this pattern will also be stable.
r
With amplitudes adjusted to produce a deep null, the pattern
is shifted to place the satellite at approximately 500 of the
maximum signal strength--a position of high slope and hence,
"This requies that the combined amplitudes of the transmitters
as received at the transponder be below the transponder's
limiter threshhold.
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hold
in
sensitivity to shift in pattern. Amplitude shifts at the
satellite (relayed over the transponder link) are a measure of
differential phase shifts in the up-link paths.
Limiter Threshhold
FIGURE F-4
INTERFERENCE PATTERN
GENERAL TEST CONDITIONS
The recommended tests should be performed over a period
of time sufficient to observe effects not only at dusk and
dawn but also of weW,.her, especially severe storms; the
effects of aircraft flying through the up- and down-links;
the effects of ionospheric heating by ground-based trans-
mitters; and the effects of unanticipated causes. Some
of these tests should be extended to measure any seasonal
variations (e.g., summer-fall).
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